Products And Services Available from JN Machinery

**Conveyor Ovens**
- JN-540: Turned-Up Mesh Belt
- JN-540T: Tray Oven
- JN-855: Turned-Up or Flat Mesh Belt
- JN-1060: Turned-Up or Flat Mesh Belt
- JN-1276: Turned-Up or Flat Mesh Belt
- JN-1888: Turned-Up or Flat Mesh Belt
- JN-3088: Turned-Up or Flat Mesh Belt
- JN-20HD: Turned-Up, Flat, or Flatwire Belt
- JN-30HD: Turned-Up, Flat, or Flatwire Belt
- JN-40HD: Flat or Flatwire Belt
- JN-58HD: Flatwire Belt

**Oven Accessories or Customizing**
- Oven Voltages (600,575,480,415,300,240, & 208)
- Oven Jacks
- Digital Speed
- Exhaust Hoods
- Stainless Steel Curtains
- Burnout Detectors
- CQI9 Packages For Temperature Charting
- Tray Retro Fitting
- Oven Indexing Functions
- Custom Oven Lengths
- Custom Oven Heights
- Completely Custom Ovens

**TRC Coating Equipment**
- TRC-150: Dip Coat System
- TRC-300: Dip Coat System
- FTS-12: Single Flow Through Coat System
- FTS-16: Double Flow Though Coat System
- IC-100-14: 14” Incline Cooling Conveyor
- HC-100-12: 12” Horizontal Cooling Conveyor
- BS-100-12: 12 Bin Sorting System
- Custom Incline & Horizontal Cooling Conveyors

**TRC Coating Colors**
- CM-101-01: Gloss Black
- CM-102-01: Light Blue
- CM-103-01: Yellow
- CM-104-01: Gray
- CM-105-01: Beige
- CM-106-01: Green
- CM-107-01: Purple
- CM-108-01: Red
- CM-109-01: Orange
- CM-110-01: White
- CM-111-01: Trans Blue
- CM-112-01: Brown
- CM-113-01: Pink
- CM-114-01: Light Green

**Services & Miscellaneous**
- Calibration For All Ovens
- On-Site Repair Services
- Oven Repairs & Retro Fits
- Replacement Parts
- Leasable Ovens
- Trade In Options
- Used Oven Sales

For the most update to date information please visit our website: [www.jnmachinery.com](http://www.jnmachinery.com)
To be put in touch with someone from our team please email us: [info@jnmachinery.com](mailto:info@jnmachinery.com)